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1. INTRODUCTION 
Morgenstern [15] proposed a system of bivariate distribution functions of the 
form 
FAX, Y) = G(4 WY) [I + 41 - ‘WI U - YYHI, IPI e1, (1) 
having G(x), H(y) as marginal distribution functions, and Gumbel [5-71 has 
studied some members of this family. Farlie [4] has extended the Morgenstern’s 
system to a more general form. 
The primary aim of this paper is to study the properties of a bivariate distribu- 
tion specified by (1). These properties are used to describe a class of Wold’s 
point processes of which successive time intervals are governed by a discrete 
time homogeneous Markov process whose transition function is obtained from 
(1). 
A brief outline of the paper is as follows: 
In Section 2, we note that for a given pair (X, Y) with joint distribution of the 
form (1), X and Y are positively regression dependent on each other if 0 < p ,( 1. 
In Section 3, we show that a stochastically monotonic Markov chain can be 
constructed from each member in (1). Moreover, the spectral function of this 
process is also obtained. Finally, the concepts of positive dependence are used 
to describe a Weld’s point process. Spectral analyses are carried out to both 
counting and interval processes when the stationary distribution is a negative 
exponential distribution. 
2. PROPERTIES OF MORGENSTERN’S DISTRIBUTION 
Let (X, Y) be a pair of real-valued random variables with joint distribution 
function given as in (1). We shall assume in the sequel that all the bivariate 
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distributions in (1) are absolutely continuous w.r.t. Lebesgue measure in R”. By 
differentiation, we obtain the bivariate density 
f&t Y) = g(x) h(y) [1 + PWW - 11 PWY) - 1>1, 1P ( ,< 1, (2) 
where f, = F’, , g =- G’, and h = H’. We shall now further assume that 
0 < p < 1. The first elementary property we observe is 
P{XEA, YEB) >P{XEA}P(YEB} (3) 
where A and B are G-measurable and H-measurable sets, respectively. In 
particular, we have 
P{x~x,Y~y}~P{x~x}P(Y~y}, O<p<l. (4) 
We say that X and Y are positively quadrant dependent if (4) holds (see Lehmann 
[13]). Let G 3 H and A = B in (3). Then the relation P{X E A, YE A} > 
P{X E A} P{ Y E A} holds. X and Y are then said to be positively dependent (see 
Jensen [S]). The practical importance of positive dependences stems from the 
fact that the joint probability in question can be bounded conservatively in terms 
of marginal probabilities. 
Another property which is of intrinsic interest can be stated as below: 
THEOREM 1. Let FJx, y) be given as in (I), then 
P(Y ,( y i X = x} is nonincreasing in x (0 < p < 1). (5) 
(If (5) holds, we say that Y is positively regression dependent on X, a terminology 
used in Lehmann [ 131). 
Proof. It follows from (2) that 
Now, 
fo(y lx) = h(y) [1 + PC=(~) - 1>{2H(y)- l}]. (6) 
ply G Y I X = x> = WY) + p{2G(x) - l} {Hz(y) - H(y)}, o<pp1. 
(7) 
Since (2G(x) - 1) increases from - 1 to 1 as x increases and {H’(y) - H(y)} < 
0, it follows immediately that P{Y < y ( X = x} is nonincreasing in x. 
Q.E.D. 
The covariance of (X, Y) can be easily computed. 
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THEOREM 2. For every FO(x, y) in (l), 
where 
corr(X, Y) = cov(X, Y)/a,a, = ~/3&/a~a, 
0s 2 = var X, uv 2 = var Y, (8) 
Pr = J G(x) U - G(x)) dx> md P.v = J WY) u - WY)) 4. 
Proof. Follows from Hoeffding’s lemma (see Lehmann [13]). Q.E.D. 
3. MORGENSTERN'S SYSTEM AND STOCHASTICALLY 
MONOTONIC MARKOV PROCESSES 
In this section, we shall retain all the assumptions we made in the last section. 
Furthermore, we now also assume that X and Y have a common distribution F. 
Let us consider a discrete time stationary Markov chain {X,: n = 0, l,...). We 
define a one-step transition function according to (6): 
P{x, A} = z-yx, E A 1 x,-, = x) 
= CL@) + PGW) - 11 h-+‘W - CL&W, O<p<l, 
(9) 
for every measurable set A, where &A) = sA dF(x). Because of (5), the derived 
Markov chain is stochusticaZZy monotonic, a terminology used in Daley [3]. Define 
~(4 = corr(Xo , X4, C(x) = 2F(x) - 1 and f = F’. (10) 
THEOREM 3. Let {X,: n = 0, I,...> be a Markov chain dejned as above, then 
f(n) = &/3)n, n 3 1 y where Y = 3(P~/(J2&). (11) 
Proof. The joint density function of (X0 , X, , X2) is given by 
fc%lX 1 7 x2) = f (%>f Wf (x2) w + P&J 4w 0 + P4W dW>l 
(c$ = 2F - I). 
Thus, 
f(% > x2) = f (%)f@Z) u + W/3) &J N%)l~ (12) 
By induction, 
f 6% , %> = f cd f&J [1 + 3W3)” d(%> &Jl, O<p<l. (13) 
Upon applying Theorem 2, we therefore get p(n) = 3(p/3)” (pz/os)2 = y(p/3)“. 
Q.E.D. 
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It follows from (11) and Cox and Miller [2, pp. 275-2831 that we may repre- 
sent the time series (X,: n = 0, I,...} in the following manner: 
where 
x, = y?z + u, (14) 
y?l = my,-1 + Gl, 01 = p/3. 
Here, {U,} and (2,) are internally, mutually, uncorrelated, and stationary time 
series, with variances oU2, uz2, respectively. Let E[X,] = E[Y,I (i.e. E[U,] = 0) 
for all n. Now, it is clear that 
u,” = u 2 + 0, and u,” = (1 - 012)-l u,a. (15) 
It follows that 
2- 1-Y (JPl - y(1 - a”) uz2S 
In other words, {X,} is a first-order autoregressive process superimposed by a 
random term, which may, for example, be an error of observation. In practice, 
we may specify the marginal distribution of {U,} first and then determine those 
of iy7J. 
4. AN APPLICATION TO A POINT PROCESS 
As we mentioned in the last section, a homogeneous real-valued Markov 
process with transition defined by (9) is stochasticaZZy monotonic. Daley [3] 
pointed out that the class of stochastically monotonic Markov chains includes 
many Markov chain models in applied probability. Very often, this property 
is the explanation underlying the successful application of comparison techniques 
in specific problems (see the references cited in Daley [3]). In this connection, 
we remark in passing that some more recent works on comparison theorems may 
be found in the papers of O’Brien [16, 171. 
Consider now a continuous time stachastic point process whose succeeding 
time intervals {X,: n = “‘, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2,...} between the events form a 
Markov process. This class of stochastic models was first formulated by Wold 
[20, 211 and then used by others (see, for example, Lampard [12]). Now, the 
stochastic monotonicity suggests that those for large values of X, tend to be 
associated with large values of X,-r and small values of X, with small values of 
X,-r . This clearly means that the point process, which is derived from the 
interval process specified by (9), exhibits some clustering among the point 
events. Clustering phenomena arise in many diverse problems, such as popula- 
tion growth (Kendall [ll]), the fl ow of motor traffic (Bartlett [l]), computer 
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failures (Lewis [14]), and the occurrences of earthquakes (Vere-Jones [19] and 
Kagan [lo]). 
The aim in this section is to propose an alternative clustering model for 
earthquake occurrences. By and large, the earthquake mechanisms in most 
seismological regions share a common feature, namely, a series of foreshocks 
(warning signals) which follow each other closely before a main-shock arrives. 
A main-shock is then followed by aftershocks with decreasing energy levels. 
In view of this discussion, a suitable model might be 
%JG <Y I &-I = 4 = F(Y) + fPq4 - 11 vTY)2 -F(Y)) 
where F(y) = 1 - ePAy. The joint density function of (X,-r , X,) can be more 
explicitly rewritten as: 
Fo(x, y) = (1 - e-AZ) (1 - e--Aar) [I + e--hCz+?J)] 
from which we obtain by differentiation, 
fo(x, y) = A2e-A(5+y)[1 + p(2ecAz - 1) (2eMAv - l)], 
and 
.f(y I x) =fo(x, y)lf(x) = he-A”[l + p(2e-AE - 1) (2e-A” 
A simple calculation shows that 
E{Xn j X,-, = x} = f 11 + $ - pecAz/ 
and 
- 
(17) 
1n .f(4 = F’(x). 
(18) 
(19) 
var{X, j X,-r = x} = $11 + $ - $ - (p - p”) e--AZ - p2ePaAZ/ .
We note that E{X, / X,-r = x} is an increasing function of x. Moreover, p(1) = 
corr(X+, , X,) = p/4. For other detailed discussions on this bivariate expo- 
nential distribution, one may refer to Gumbel [6] and Johnson and Kotz [9, 
pp. 262-2631. Recall, y = pE2/au2. In this case, fiZ2 = 1/4X2, 0,” = l/h2, and 
a = $, hence y = 2. Therefore, p(n) = $(p/3)“, from which we see that 
cov(X, , X,) decreases monotonically for n > 0 to a limit which is zero (cf. 
Daley [3]). By (14), we have X, = Y, + U, where Y, = (p/3) Y,-r + 2, , 
CT?/B = $rZz = 3/4h2, and ~~2 = 1/4h2. 
On the other hand, it seems desirable to study the counting property of this 
particular model of point process. We shall assume from now on that an event 
has occurred at the time origin (i.e., zero-th event at t = 0). X0 denotes the time 
interval between the event which occurs before t = 0 and the event at t = 0. 
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We shall apply Runnenburg’s result [18] to obtain a “renewal” equation for this 
point process. It is not difficult to verify that the Markov chain specified by (18) 
satisfies the relevant conditions given as in Theorem 3.2.5 of Runnenberg [18]. 
THEOREM 4. The spectral density function of this counting process is given by 
f(w) = & f [%L(@ + %L-Op" + ;;, 
/ i 
0 =iw, w 30, (20) 
n=0 
where 
L(e) %(@ =(e + y$+ 2, t ___, co+ 1) 
t, = (0 + I>/& n = 0, (21) n = 0, s, = 0, 
= cl”-‘/(e f 2)2, n > 1, = l/v + 21, n = 1, 
= c;-l/(0 $ 2), n > 2; 
c1 = (e + l)l(S + 2) i (0 J 2) -+ 
P+l9+2) 
(0 + 3) f . 
(22) 
Proof. Let u(t / y) be the probability th a an event occurs in (t, t + dt] given t 
that X0 =y. Then, from (3.4.17) of Runnenburg [18], we have 
@IY) =f(tI~)+ j-=4- xl4fC4~)dz. 
0 
(23) 
Let h(t, y) = u(t ] y) f (y). Multiply both sides of (23) by f(y), and we get 
h(t,y) =f,(t,~) + Jorn h(t - 2, 4fb I4 dz. 
Take the Laplace transforms in (24) with respect to t, and we have 
(24) 
(25) 
where h” and f, are the Laplace transforms of h and f, , respectively. Let D = 
(6: Re 0 > 0} and let A(B, p) be the linear operator defined by 
44 p> g(y) = l”f(y I 4 +%+4 & for g(x) EL, . 
0 
1 - P{X, = y I X,-i = x} > 0 uniformly in x (for finite y), it is easy to verify 
that &(B, y) EL, for a fixed 0 E D. We can therefore write (25) in the form 
il(4 Y) =J,c4 Y) + .4t p) 44 Y). (26) 
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For the sake of simplicity, we shall now assume that X = 1 and hence 
f(Y) 
L(e,y) = (0 + 1) + (e + 1;; + 2) 
___- - Pe-u - l)fb4 (f(y) =e-9. 
(27) 
Put h”(e, y) = i(S, y) + Kz(0, y). It follows from (26) and (27) that 
@, y) = (e + ,yi + 2) (2e-v ~ l)f (39 -t 4% PI Wj Y) 
and 
(28) 
WAY) = (;yl) + 44 P> fwt Y). (29) 
Now, it follows from Eq. (68) of Cox and Miller [2, p. 3591 that the spectral 
density function has the form 
8 = 220, w 20, 
--- 2f, jj- [i(4y) + W’,y)] dy + [ [&-8,y) + +W’,y)l/ dy + &-, 
0 = iw, w > 0. (30) 
To solve for (29), we formally let (B + 1) Kz(B, y) = x.,“=, mn(8, y) pn (we shall 
see later that the right-hand side is covergent for 19 = iw, w > 0) and A(0, p) = 
A,(B) + iz,(e) p where mlz(O,y) (n = 0, I,...) depend only on 0, y and Ai 
(i = 0, 1) only on 0. Write m, for m,(0, y) and Ai for Ai for the sake of 
brevity. Define 4(x) = (2e-” - I). Since f(x) = e-“, it follows from (18) that 
Aog(y) = f (A .f e-%34 dx and &M = f (y) 4(y) ~+?W> g(x) dx7 for 
g(x) E& . From (29) 
5 mnPR= fdoA Omnpn + f Alm,P1 +f. 
n=O ?%=O 
(31) 
By equating the coefficient of pn in (31), we obtain 
m. = Aomo + f, ml = Adn, + Am,. (32) 
In general, 
m, = (I- Ao)-lAlm,-l, n >, 1. (33) 
NOW, m, = [(e + 1)/e] f, A,f = f+[O/(O + 1) (0 + 2)] from which we find 
A,m, = f$/(e + 2). It then follows that 
ml = (I - A,)-l A,m, = A,m, + f/(0 + 2)2. (34) 
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Also, we can prove by induction that 
Almn = c,A,m, (n 3 1) (35) 
where c, = ~~(0) which depend only on 19. Now, m,,, = c,(l - A)-l (A,m,) = 
c,m, . On the other hand, m2 = cimr , A,m, = clAImI = c12A,m, from which 
we obtain c, = tin and m, = cn-lml (n 3 1). We can easily verify that 
A1ml = (0 + ljy9 + 2)s ! (0 + 3) 
lo2 + 0 + 2 
+ (0 : 2) I ’ 
which gives 
c1 = (0 + l&9 + 2) (0 J 2) I . (36) 
Define t,(e) = s m,(O, y) dy; then 
W) = (0 + 1)/R n = 0, 
(37) 
= c,“-w + q2, n>, 1. 
We can now solve (28) in the same manner. Let 
Then, 
(0 + 1) (@ + 2) - 
0 I(& Y) = i: z&l, y) pn. 
?L=l 
Aolnpn + f Allnp’L+l + Pf4. 
12=0 
Clearly, IO = 0, Zr = f+ + [f/(0 + 2)]. In general, Z, = (I - A,)-l A,&-, 
(n > 2). By induction, we have Al& = d,A,Z, (n 3 1) and hence d, = diwl, 
I, = dielZ2 (n > 2). A simple computation shows that d, = ci . Therefore, 
The theorem now follows from (30), (37), and (38). Q.E.D. 
Note. (1) to/(0 + 1) is the Laplace transform of the renewal density func- 
tion for the Poisson process of X = 1. 
(2) 1 c1 1 < M < co, in particular, j c1 / < 1 for 0 = iw, w real. 
We observe from (20) and (21) that f( ) w + lj2~ as w + co. Moreover, f(w) 
tends to 1/27r more rapidly as p decreases. This is due to the fact that p is the 
measurement of dependence among the point events. 
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In conclusion, we note from (21) that 0 s @z(B, y) dy + 1 as 6 + 0. As 
it follows that 0!(0, y) + 0 as 0 + 0. Therefore, 
i.e., 
R(8,y) =*q ) 
f(Y) 
h(t, Y) - T (t - a), 
(391 
(40) 
where p = sxf (x) dx. This asymptotic behavior is consistent with the result 
_ given in Runnenburg [18]. 
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